ORIENTED DRILL CORE PROTRACTOR TEMPLATES
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• Wrap around beta angle protractors for most common core sizes
• Wrap-around alpha/beta angle protractor for HQ and NQ core
• Scaled logging sheets for simplified rapid logging

These templates are the printer-resolution attachment to the Holcombe Coughlin Oliver publication: “HCO_oriented_core_procedures”, which can be downloaded from:

The templates are a copyright product of Holcombe Coughlin Oliver. They may be used and distributed freely provided the Holcombe Coughlin Oliver logo remains visible to identify our authorship.
ORIENTED DRILL CORE WRAP-AROUND PROTRACTORS

Each of the following pages contains a protractor for a specific size of drill core formatted for printing using a laser printer on to A4 medium such as stiff plastic film. (Laser printers give a finer, more durable line than most ink-jet printers). I use HiClear™ Crystal Clear 200 micron PVC Report Cover for the film).

Check the core diameter to choose the appropriate template within each core size grouping. The protractors are in two groups: beta angle protractors and alpha/beta angle protractors. In practice I find that the beta angle protractor alone is best as it is least cluttered with lines (and alpha angles are easily measured using a protractor).

IMPORTANT
In order to preserve the correct scale print on A4 paper and ensure that all scaling is switched off in both the printing software (e.g. Adobe Reader) and in the printer settings. That is, look for settings such as ‘Actual size’, ‘Normal size’ or ‘no scaling’ in both the software printing settings and in the printer properties.

After printing check that the length of the scale along the base of the protractor is equal to the circumference of the core.

For protractors that also have alpha curves also check that the height of the plot (between the base scale-line and the top scale line is equal to half of the width of the plot. (The reason this is so is because the top scale line is set to correspond to the point where the 45° alpha angle curve intersects the 180° beta line. For planes with a 45° alpha angle the height above the base scale will be equal to the diameter of the core – and this occurs at a beta angle of 180).

To use the protractor

beta angles
Align the reference line (can be either a ‘bottom’ mark or ‘top’ mark) with the central zero line - ensuring that the ‘downhole’ arrows point down the core.
Wrap the protractor around the core
Read off the clockwise 360° beta angles to the ellipse (beta angle) using the spaced vertical lines.

alpha angles using alpha angle protractor
Align the reference line with the bottom of the ellipse made by the plane to be measured.
Wrap the protractor around the core.
Use the curved alpha angle lines to estimate the angle between the ellipse and the core axis (alpha angle).

Making your own:

It is a relatively simple matter to construct a wrap-around protractor to measure beta angles in oriented core using any software drawing package. The procedure is to measure the circumference of the core and divide it by 360 to calculate the spacing of a 1-degree beta angle. A set of parallel lines is then drawn, using a convenient spacing (eg. 10 degrees).

Custom-scaling from one template to another
Not all drillcore sizes are shown here. However it is possible to use any of these templates and scale them to another size using the ratio of the core circumferences as the scaling factor. For example, HQ core is 199.49 mm in circumference and NTW core is 179.38 mm in circumference. There is no combined alpha-beta protractor shown here for NTW core but one can be printed by setting a print scaling factor of 89.91% (179.38/199.49 x 100).
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LOW RESOLUTION LOGGING TEMPLATES
The following pages contain logging templates at different scales for rapid low resolution summary logging of drill-core.
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